THE REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE PLEDGE

We pledge to LISTEN TO BLACK WOMEN and support REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE is the HUMAN RIGHT to control our bodies, our sexuality, our gender, our work and our reproduction. That RIGHT can only be achieved when ALL women and girls have the complete economic, social and political POWER and resources to make healthy DECISIONS about our BODIES, our FAMILIES and our COMMUNITIES in all areas of our lives.

Right now, we are faced with an attack on our HUMAN RIGHTS as global CITIZENS by a conservative, activist U.S. Supreme Court.

Our FREEDOM depends on DISMANTLING systemic racism, misogyny, anti-blackness and white supremacy.

Historically, we have WON battles for our human and civil rights when we LISTEN TO AND TRUST BLACK WOMEN:

• 71% of Black women support ABORTION services.
• 85% believe whether she has “private or government-funded health coverage, EVERY woman should have HEALTH COVERAGE for the full range of pregnancy-related care, including ABORTION.
• 91% believe a woman's ability to CONTROL whether or when she has children is an important part of FINANCIAL STABILITY for herself and her FAMILY.

Therefore, WE the undersigned PLEDGE to do everything in our POWER to ensure all Black women and birthing people have the freedom, resources and power they need to assert AGENCY over their BODIES and to ensure that their FAMILIES can THRIVE.

SIGN THE PLEDGE